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sculpture:

the tables he designs are closely modern in form, but also relate to the classical forms of human beings that would decoratively 
be carved into architectural elements, such as columns. his explorations in scale are similar to leonardo’s human figure, that 
the human figure can provide scale at any scale for all things (levin, 30). similar to classicism, his figures are often portrayed 
in stance that creates triangular space (levin, 23). however, the levels of beauty of his sculptures results from the multiple 
readings that can be drawn depending on the user. the inspiration for the tenerife opera house, Bird i can Be depicted as 
Bird’s wing or an eye (levin, 24). his forms of his tables can be interpreted different ways, an example being a table that is 
understood as an abstraction of the human figure, or perhaps at a second glance, a bull skull (levin, 24). the tables are fixed, 
yet are at the same time moving (levin, 28). the multiplicity of readings makes it impossiBle to instantly understand 
the suBject from merely looking without further investigation (levin, 28). as subjects of further investigations, 
his architecture and sculptures have the ability to take on new meaning as time passes and more discoveries are made (levin, 30).
 
the importance of relationship and focus is emphasized in bird i. the placement of the sphere in relationship to the wing allows the 
wing to emphasize the sphere without allowing the form of the sphere to overpower the composition. the wing lightly touches the 
Base to create a relationship between the two, attempting to reconcile the flat plane as irremovable part of form (levin, 27). he 
even distinguishes the base from the platform to emphasize the base as a component of the art piece. the craft that he employed in his 
sculptures make them a work of art as a stand-alone figure, but the simplicity of the forms makes them a product easily conformed to mass 
production (levin, 27). many of his sculptures are hand-made, an attribute of the arts and crafts movement (levin, 25). his concern 
to create a relationship with the subject and its abstraction carries into his material choices. his sculptures are typically constructed 
of stone or metal to emphasize sensuality, similar to the way that Mies van Der rohe would use bold materials (levin, 31). the clean, 
smooth, sensuous, reflective qualities of the materials show a relationship Between form and Base, while also reminiscing 
of the attributes of the human form. each material choice must be appropriate for the sculpture or architecture and emphasize the 
driving idea. in the tenerife opera house, concrete is used to give a sense of heaviness to the shell as it overhangs the focus beneath. 

abstractions:

unlike the classical man that was subjected to 
proportion, or the modern homeless man of abstract 
proportions, calatrava viewed the human being through 
a postmodern lens. he created numerous drawings of 
the human figure in motion, implying movement 
in an imaginative way. he would later integrate his 
discovered figures into sculptures and buildings 
(levin, 23). he focuses on understanding the human 
form in different scales  from a variety of perspectives 
(levin, 22).he emphasized that when an object is scaled, 
the subject is not forgotten or discarded (levin, 30). 

calatrava conducted studies of the human eye in 
relationship to its context. after multiple iterations 
of abstracting and decomposing, he developed 
a language that would carry through both his 
sculptures and his architecture, specifically the 
tenerife opera house. his studies unearthed a simple, 
yet clear and elegant form that describes the way 
the pupil is in relationship to the eyebrow. the form 
implies enclosure, focus, and relationship. the way 
the brow arches over the pupil creates enclosure and 
creates an unbreakable relationship. the circular 
pupil is not only the focus of the composition, but 
is the portal through which the viewer is seen by the 
owner of the eye, creating a relationship between the 
two. the multiple dimensions of interpretation are 
postmodern, while the simplicity, abstraction, and 
relationship between form and function is modern. 

the relationship Between calatrava’s drawings, sculptures, and architecture is critical to Be understood. he commonly will use 
a sculpture to inspire a building, which will then be used to inspire a new drawing, soon to be researched through more drawings and abstractions. “for 
[calatrava], the construction of… objects is a further means of integrating art into daily life” (levin, 25).therefore, the body as a moving form is explored in 
his sculptures, specifically as a generator of form and structure. sculptures and building used the discovered human forms to react to physical forces on 
the structures (levin, 32). it is often difficult to tell which subject was the inspiration: does the architecture produce the chair or does the chair produce 
architecture? (levin, 26). therefore, in discussing a drawing of calatrava’s, so also is his sculptures Being discussed, as his architecture.

the forM of the boDy:



exterior:

the tenerife opera house borrows 
from the forms of the sculptures while 
accommodating the program given. the 
sphere of the sculpture’s form is altered 
without losing its visual function as a 
focus. still providing a focus, the core of 
the building Becomes the pupil of the 
building. the exterior emphasizes movement 
and focus through the relationship of the 
large overhang, called the wing, creates 
enclosure around the body of building 
that visually moves back and underneath 
the wing. the wing touches the ground 
lightly while firmly supporting its 
heavy mass, a reminder of the human foot. 
the combination of the body moving away 
and the wing reaching forward creates 
a layering that gives the appearance of an 
organism in motion that creates an emphasis 
to move into the building and discover what 
is concealed beneath the wing. the parts 
surround the core seem to wrap around 
it, similar to the way the eyelids surround 
and emphasize the eye. the ribs that 
surround the core can be interpreted gills, 
or possibly the iris of the eye. the slope of 
the land works to frame the composition in a 
way that unifies the base with the structure. 

the grandness of the approach is an 
attribute of many classical buildings, also 
using symmetry and monumental elements 
to signify the entrance. the wing creates an 
abstraction of the arch, providing emphasis 
to what is below, yet instead of becoming 
a portal to be passed through, it is 
rather an element to be entered. however, 
the perception of the clean surfaces and 
breaking away from classical forms and 
ornament is modern. the expression of 
the capaBilities of concrete through 
shell roof while expressing both wing and 
human eye is also a modern concept (u & a, 
76).the blending classicism and modernism 
that simultaneously acknowledges 
both the wing and the human eye, while 
losing human scale, is postmodern.

interior:

understanding the opera house’s 
relationship to the human eye and the wing of 
a bird, one will notice the subtlety in how the 
narrative ends and the deeper abstraction 
begins. the human element is always a 
visible language throughout every space 
of the building. the spaces reinforce 
the overall concept of the human 
form and eye in plan, section, elevation, 
and perspective, a unity unachieved by 
most modern buildings. even the supports 
within are inspired by the studies of the 
body holding up a mass. the emphasis on 
the human form acting as structure dates 
back to early classicism, but the result 
surpasses the achievements of modernism.

the plan shows the opening of the eye 
as a narrative, yet a function is same; it 
is the entry into the building, similar as 
light enters to the eye, thus beginning 
the interaction between the user and the 
interior architecture. the interior spaces 
have geometries that remember the slope of 
the wing and the curve of the eyeBrow, 
all creating a focus that is dictated by the 
program. the smaller chamber hall has 
a single focus moving toward the stage. 

in contrast, the concert hall has multiple 
foci, both vertical and horizontal, creating 
multiple readings. the horizontal emphasis 
is on the stage beneath, and if on stage, the 
emphasis is placed back on the audience. 
the exchangeable focus creates a visual 
relationship between the listeners and 
the orchestra; all while satisfying the 
acoustical needs of the space. the vertical 
emphasis is towards the heavens above, 
created by series of folding ribs that marries 
aesthetics with structure, opens to the sky. 
the gothic vertical emphasis of the shaft 
creates a vertical focus, further aided by 
pattern, repetition, and the contrast of 
light against heaviness edges. the classical 
emphasis on verticality provided to create a 
relationship with the heavens with the space 
below is monumental, timeless, and mystic.

the tenerife opera house:



MoDern coMparisons:

When considering the merandro ii, the viewers understanding of the human 
anatomy allows him or her to associate the form with the leg, while the abstraction 
emphasizes the motion of the leg more than the actual leg itself. both his shell 
and leg imply a member suspended rigidly in space. the manner that the building 
touches the ground and the structure touches the shell relates to the way that 
the foot lightly touches the ground. the forms that calatrava generates from 
this understanding have inherent qualities that are both functional and expressive.

neoclassical coMparisons:

etienne louis Boullee created similar studies using spheres 
that create a focus, although his usage creates overwhelming and 
domineering forms than those of calatrava. both architects use 
symmetry and create monumental forms that uses a powerful language 
that influences everything surround the focus in a way that reinforces 
the central theme. in boullee’s cenotaph for newton, he creates 
a reverse abstraction by using trees in a way that resembles columns 
in their organization around the sphere. the humor lies in the original 
attempt of the column to be an abstraction of the tree itself. in 
comparison, calatrava abstracts columns by making them ribs within the 
concert hall that act as structure yet lose the familiarity of the column. 

While both forms are monumental, unlike boullee’s cenotaph, the 
tenerife opera house emphasizes entrance, an attribute of all of 
calatrava’s architecture. the enclosure of the focus of boulle’s 
opera house allows the sphere to be overwhelming, while the wrapping 
of the wing over calatrava’s creates a delightful harmony. although 
both of the architect’s work arguably contain ornament in some 
form, calatrava’s has a visual importance that makes its importance 
to the composition overrule it need to perform a pragmatic function.

boullee’s opera house uses 
a literal sphere, while 
calatrava’s opera house 
abstracts and implies a 
sphere, particularly in 
the concert hall. though 
both used spheres in their 
studies, boullee had a more 
mystic appreciation of the 
sphere. as a visionary, he saw 
the sphere as a universal 
form that would create a 
global language that could 
be employed. in comparison, 
calatrava used the sphere 
a minimalist geometry 
that creates a focus in a 
composition that needs a 
relationship with other forms 
to resist the greediness of 
the spherical form. While 
boullee used symmetry as a 
direct assault on modernism, 
calatrava used it in a shameless 
reaction to nature’s natural 
implementation of symmetry.

hans scharoun’s Berlin 
philharmonic has a 
particularly strong relationship 
with the tenerife opera house 
in section. both buildings have 
an emphasized, main portion of 
the building that breaks away 
from classic, orthogonal rooms 
beneath, and show asymmetry and 
clustering. both structures deny 
viewer a sense of scale from the 
exterior, and both emphasize an 
entrance by a member or members 
that jut out from the building. 
both buildings have the nature 
of something living, moving, 
and progressing (levin, 28). 

While the berlin philharmonic is 
more expressive of Breaking 
or tearing away, the tenerife 
opera house expresses gentle 
and sensuous overlapping and 
overhanging. furthermore, 
the philharmonic is meant 
to unexplainable and lack 
understanding, while the opera 
house is meant to find clarity 
when viewed in perspective. in 
plan, both a buildings have an 
implied centriod. however, 
in the philharmonic, movement 
moves to the centroid, while 
in the opera house, movement 
passes through the centroid. 
a more cohesive relationship 
is found between the plan, 
section, and particularly the 
elevation of the opera house 
than that of the philharmonic.

looking at preceDent:



the studies of frank gehry to 
abstract a natural being to create form 
make his work comparable to the tenerife 
opera house. both architects attempt 
to respect the original suBject of 
the work while moving away to make 
new discoveries. however, while both 
have narrative qualities, calatrava’s 
ability to unearth the inherent 
Beauty of the human form makes his 
architecture sensual even after the 
subject has been realized; the manner 
in which the language of the human 
form penetrates and saturates the 
form from exterior into the interior 
makes calatrava a master. also worth 
noting is that gehry is more concerned 
with the skin, while calatrava is more 
concerned about thick, heavy forms.

reDeeMing postMoDernisM:
zaha hadid creates forms meant to 
be understood in three-dimensions, 
similar to the studies of calatrava. 
both architects demonstrate forms that 
move and expand, that lose scale and 
challenge classical and modern form. 
Deconstructivism is used to discover 
fragmented form that loses the humanity, 
while ironically, calatrava also uses 
deconstructivism to abstract the 
human form. both hadid’s architecture 
and the tenerife opera house show 
progression and have monumental 
facades with layering and depth.

the Best product building uses parts that provide a 
reading for the viewer by using decorative apertures 
that extend from the building. similarly, the wing of the 
tenerife opera house provides no structural function, 
but is the result of earlier abstractions of a wing and of 
the eyebrow. however, multiple readings are perceivable 
when viewing the opera house. the motives of the best 
product building are to be deceptive, ironic, and joking, 
while the opera house wing is used to be expression of 
form, create enclosure, and create visual hierarchy.

the work of lars spyBroek demonstrates similar 
forms of the tenerife opera house, displaying apertures 
that reaching out and away from the main structure. the 
ability of computers to calculate the needed support 
against forces on cantilevers is a great advantage to quick 
design for both spybroek and calatrava. in contrast, 
spybroek concentrates more on the skin of the form 
than calatrava. both have a relationship to the ground, 
but the spybroek’s work seems to grow out of the 
ground, while the opera house uses the ground as the  
frame a central focal component of the composition. 
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